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Abstract Let F be a class of functions dened on a ddimensional domain Our task is
to compute H
m
norm approximations to solutions of mthorder elliptic boundaryvalue
problems Lu  f for a xed L and for f   F  We assume that the only information we
can compute about f   F is the value of a nite number of continuous linear functionals
of f  each evaluation having cost cd	 Previous work has assumed that F was the unit
ball of a Sobolev space H
r
of xed smoothness r and it was found that the complexity of
computing an approximation was comp d	  
cd		
d rm
	 Since the exponent
of  depends on d we see that the problem is intractable in  for any such F of xed
smoothness r In this paper we ask whether we can break intractability by letting F be the
unit ball of a space of innite smoothness To be specic we let F be the unit ball of a
Hardy space of analytic functions dened over a complex ddimensional ball of radius greater
than one We then show that the problem is tractable in  More precisely we prove that
comp d	  
cd	ln 	
d
	 where the 
constant depends on d Since for any p   there
is a function K	 such that comp d	  cd	Kd		
p
for suciently small  we see that
the problem is tractable with minimal	 exponent  Furthermore we show how to construct




	 Hence this nite element method is a nearly optimal complexity
algorithm for ddimensional elliptic problems with analytic data
  Introduction
We are interested in the approximate solution of linear elliptic boundaryvalue problems
Lu  f 	 where L is a xed linear elliptic operator of order 
m and f belongs to a class F
of problem elements For most problems that arise in practice	 F is a space of functions
dened on a ddimensional domain
Most work on the computational complexity of such problems has assumed that F has
been the unit ball of a Sobolev space H
r
	 see	 eg	  Suppose that the only information
we have about any f   F is the values of a nite number of continuous linear functionals
of f 	 and that the cost of each of these evaluations is cd Let us further suppose that we
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Then for such classes F 	 we nd that the complexity






Suppose we wish to solve elliptic problems for which the dimension d is large Examples
of such problems include highdimensional random walks and simultaneous Brownian mo
tion of many noninteracting particles If the smoothness r does not increase along with d	





for any xed p as    Since
fasterthanpolynomial growth is the hallmark of intractability see	 eg	 	 this means
that elliptic boundaryvalue problems are intractable in the worst case setting for large
dimension d	 whenever the class F is the unit ball of a Sobolev space of xed smoothness r
Hence	 if we wish to break the inherent intractability of this problem for the worst case
setting	 we cannot use these balls of xed smoothness as our class of problem elements
One idea is to use functions f of innite smoothness	 rather than of xed smoothness
Perhaps the most natural class to consider would be a class of analytic functions This
idea was rst studied in  and 	 where we saw that onedimensional elliptic problems
are far easier to solve when the problem elements are a class of analytic but not piecewise
analytic functions instead of a class of functions with xed smoothness In this paper	 we
pursue this idea	 asking whether ddimensional elliptic problems are tractable when the
problem inputs are analytic
The main result of this paper is that elliptic boundaryvalue problems with analytic data
are tractable in 	 if F is the unit ball of H

	 a Hardy space of analytic functions More





	 the constant possibly depending
on d From this result	 it then follows that for any p  	 there is a function K and
an 

  such that comp d  cdKd
p
for     

 Hence the problem
is tractable in 	 with minimal exponent  Furthermore	 there is a nite element
pmethod






 Hence this nite element method can compute
an approximation with cost that is optimal to within a multiplicative factor depending
only on d	 ie	 this method is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm
Note that we allow the evaluation of any continuous linear functional of f as information
about f  However	 the nearly optimal complexity algorithm is a nite element method
using only function evaluations Hence	 standard information consisting of function values
is as powerful as arbitrary continuous linear information for our problem This result should
be contrasted to the results for spaces of xed smoothness reported in 	 in which we
found that there was a heavy penalty associated with using function values instead of more
general continuous linear functionals

We choose the H
m
norm mainly for the sake of specicity However the usual reason for looking at error
estimates in this norm is that it is equivalent to the natural energy norm for the problem The reader
wishing to nd complexity estimates for other norms should consult the monograph 

Here we use the widelyused classication of nite element methods that was introduced by Babuska and
his colleagues
	 hmethods in which the degree of the nite element method is held xed and the partition varies
these are the usual nite element methods	
	 pmethods in which the partition is xed and the degree is allowed to vary
	 h p	methods in which the partition and degree are both allowed to vary
See  for further discussion


We now outline the contents of this paper In Section 
	 we precisely describe the






problem complexity In Section 	 we describe our nite element pmethod and show that












nite element pmethod is optimal	 to within a constant factor that is independent of 
Finally	 in Section 	 we show that the problem is tractable in  Moreover	 we briey
discuss issues relating to the tractability of the problem in d	 ie	 the existence of q  




In what follows	 we assume that the reader is familiar with the usual terminology and no
tations arising in the variational study of elliptic boundary value problems See Chapter 
and the Appendix of  for further details	 as well as the references cited therein
Let BX denote the unit ball in the normed linear space X and let BX denote the
elements in X whose norm is at most  In particular	 we will let   BR
d
denote the




denote the ddimensional complex ball of
radius 	 where    We use N to denote the nonnegative integers
We now consider the partial dierential operators dening our problem Recall that for
any r   R	 the Sobolev space H
r





derivatives of order less than or equal to r these spaces being dened by Hilbert
space interpolation for nonintegral values of positive r and by duality for negative r Also	
recall that the space H
r

 is the space of all H
r





















are analytic on 

 We let H
m
bd






 That is	 functions in H
m
bd
 satisfy a possibly empty set of
















We nally assume that B is weakly coercive on H
m
bd































































the only v   H
m

 for which B v   on H
m









  x     fx   R g











That is	 u  Sf is the variational solution to the problem
Lu  f in 
B
j
u   on 





     B
m  
 is a normal selfadjoint family of boundary operators	 compatible
with L Since B is weakly coercive on H
m
bd
	 the solution operator S is welldened
Moreover	 since all the data for our problem is analytic	 the variational formulation 


is equivalent to the classical formulation 

Remark  Note that  is the R
d
region on which we measure error	 while our class F of




 Note that we have
chosen these regions as balls This choice which was made for expository purposes is
not as restrictive as it might seem It is easy to see that the results of this paper also
hold for more general regions satisfying the inclusion   

which is necessary for the
solution Sf to be dened for any f   F 	 as well as a few mild geometric conditions  
We assume that continuous linear information is permissible Since our problem is linear
ie	 S is linear and F is convex and balanced	 we may restrict ourselves to nonadaptive
information of the form
Nf  
 
f     
n




     
n
are continuous linear functionals on F  Note that neither the number n
of information evaluations	 nor the choice of which functionals to evaluate will depend on
the problem element f  See 
	 Chapter  for further discussion
Our model of computation is the standard one given in 
 For any f   F and for
any continuous linear functional 	 the cost of computing f is cd The cost of basic
combinatory operations is  These basic operations include real arithmetic operations






An algorithm using the information N is any map   F  H
m
bd
 Algorithms using N
include	 but are not limited to	 the linear algorithms using N  For N dened by 
	


























     x
n
and multi
indices      n determining N 	 but are independent of any problem element f   F 
Note that once we have determined the functions g
 
     g
n








n 	 for any f 
In this paper	 we consider the worst case setting Hence	 the error of any algorithm 












with costN f denoting the cost of computing  for a particular problem element f 
As always	 the complexity
comp d  inff costN  eN   g
of our problem is the minimal cost of computing an approximation	 for   
Let us recall a few standard results from the complexity theory of linear problems Recall
that for any information N 	 the radius rN of information is the minimal error among




For any n   N	 we let
rn  inff rN  cardN  n g
denote the nth minimal radius of information For any   	 we let
m  inffn   N  rn   g
denote the cardinality number Then
comp d  cdm 

Moreover	 suppose that for any informationN 	 there exists a linear optimal error algorithm














 give a relation between the cardinality number and the complexity
For further details	 see 
	 Chapter 

 The lower bound





is a lower bound on the problem complex
ity
Before proving our lower bound	 we need an auxiliary result on nwidths Recall that if
A is a convex	 balanced subset of a normed linear space X and if n   N	 then the Gelfand













is the family of all subspaces of X whose codimension is at most n
We also need to enumerate the multiindices of N
d
by increasing order That is	 we write




j	ij  j	jj if i  j
Note that
f 	   N
d













k   N 















































is the family of all subspaces of X whose dimension is at most n   Using

























































is the space of dvariable polynomials having real coecents	 whose degree




for   	 ie	 the ddimensional complex unit ball Of
course	P
jnj
is a space of dimension at most n  over R
Let p  P
jnj



















































































































































































































































































































Combining this inequality with 
 and 	 the desired result follows  
We can now give a lower bound on the nth minimal radius for our problem

Theorem   Let  be as in Lemma  There exists a constant C
 
  independent





for all n   N
Proof Since S is injective	 we may use 












































To prove the lower bound	 we let L
n




 whose codimension is












 or  for further discussion Hence there exists a positive constant 	 depending only











 	f   H
 m









































 whose codimension is at most n




























the last being an application of Lemma  Using this result with  and 	 we nd





Using this lower bound on the nth minimal radius	 we get the following estimate on the
complexity from 
 and 
Corollary   Let C
 
and  be as in Theorem  Then




































 Optimality of finite element methods
Since nite element methods FEMs have classically been among the most useful and
widelyused algorithms for elliptic problems	 we will seek an FEM that is a nearly opti
mal complexity algorithm More precisely	 we will show in this section how to construct






" from the bounds in the previous section	 it follows that this pFEM is
nearly optimal
Our FEM is described as follows
Let T be a triangulation of  Here	 each K   T is the ane image of a reference
element
#










K denote the space of all polynomials of degree at most k	
considered as functions over
#




K	 we choose points #x
 





then there exist functions #p
 












for   i j  J  In










For example	 this holds with M   if we are using normalized tensorproduct Bsplines	
see	 eg	 	 Chapters  and 

Since each K   T is the F
K
image of the reference element
#
K	 we see that for any
triangulation T and any element K   T 	 we can nd a basis fp
 K








































K 	K   T


We say that S
kT
is a nite element space of degree k over the triangulation T 
Letting n  dimS
kT
	 we let ft
 








 We may choose a
basis fs
 




by patching together the basis functions fp
 K









 For more details	 see 	 Chapter 























maps C onto S
kT


















It is easy to check that u
n



















is the nite element method FEM of degree k over T 	 and N
nkT






































 supfdiamB  spheres B containing K g
for any region K  R
d
 In other words	 we assume that the sequence of triangulations is
not too irregular






















We nd an upper bound on the error of the FEM in
Theorem   There exists a positive constant C independent of n T
n









































































































Note that this strictly speaking not a pure FEM but a modied FEM In the pure FEM the










 That is we would be computing
inner products of the problem element f with the nite element basis functions Since we wish to show that
standard information consisting of function values is as strong as arbitrary continuous linear information
























Since our family of triangulations is quasiuniform	 it follows that there exists a constant C	


































K and for any multi



















































  l  m
for a constant C	 independent of k	 l	 n	 and d
Now jT
n
j  J  n and J  k
d





































the constants C being independent of n	 T
n




































the constant C being independent of n	 k	 and u

From the analyticity results of 	 it follows that there are positive constants  and C	



































































The theorem now follows when we combine these last two inequalities with   
We now show how to choose the degree k of the FEM 
nk


































and the constant C is independent of n
Proof Immediate from Theorem   
We are now ready to nd an upper bound on
cost
FE








   g
the minimal cost of using an FEM to compute an approximation











































































 follows from the choice of n To complete the





























ln     	   
it easily follows that
   ln   










which completes the proof of the theorem  
Remark  We note that it is possible to choose a less complicated formula for n than that
given by  Let 
 
























   if
  

	 for some 

depending only on 
 
	 	 and d Moreover	 if we choose n by the
formula  instead of by the formula 	 the cost of the FEM 
n
will be less The




   will hold for a smaller range
of  than if we were to choose n by 
Using Corollaries  and 
	 we immediately have the main result of this paper

Corollary  We have














Moreover the pFEM of Corollary 	 is 
to within a constant factor independent of 
an optimal complexity algorithm  
 Remarks on tractability
We are now ready to discuss tractability Recall that a problem is tractable in  if
there exists p   and a function K such that comp d  cdKd
p
for all d
and  The inmum of such exponents p is said to be the exponent of the problem For
further details	 see  and 
Corollary   The problem is tractable in  with exponent 
Proof From Corollary 	 we have











p d such that the





    

 For   	 we have







































Since p   may be be chosen arbitrarily close to zero	 the desired result follows  
We now consider tractability in d That is	 we ask whether there exists q   and a
function K such that comp d  cdKd
q
for all d and 	 the inmum of such q
being called the exponent of the problem Unfortunately	 we cannot give a denitive answer
to this question for our problem
The reasons why are both technical and procedural The technical reason is easy to
explain The lower and upper bounds respectively given by Corollaries  and 
 are
close to each other only when d is xed and  decreases If	 on the other hand	 we x 
and let d increase	 we nd that the ratio of the upper bound to the lower bound increases
rapidly with d	 and so our bounds are no longer tight Even worse	 we nd that our
lower bound is too weak for proving dintractability and our upper bound is too weak for
proving dtractability

If this were the entire story	 we could end this paper by saying that further work is
needed on sharpening the bounds	 ie	 that some technical matters need to be cleared up
However	 there are some subtle procedural issues that are muddying the waters
Note that we have a sequence of problems	 each dened over a ddimensional unit ball






goes to zero rapidly with d We are measuring the error of an approximation by an integral
with respect to this standard Lebesgue measure over that domain Suppose we are able
to establish dtractability Is that tractability merely a reection of the fact that the
measures of the unit balls are shrinking&
One way around this problem is to not use integral norms as our measures of error
Instead	 we can use supnorms
Example Consider the problem of approximating functions	 the error in an approximation
being its maximum error over the complex ddimensional unit ball Formally speaking	 we




 is given by










 Note that this problem is an elliptic problem of order m  













and that there exist functions h


































































We claim that this problem is intractable in d Indeed	 suppose that the problem is
tractable in d	 with exponent q Choose   
 q
 Then
comp d  cd

q  d 
d

for all positive integers d Since the binomial coecient in the lower bound is a polynomial
of degree d  	 we have a contradiction Hence this complex approximation problem is
intractable in d  
In view of all this	 it seems that we need to pay serious attention to how the elliptic
problem itself depends on the dimension d if we wish to seriously discuss tractability in d
In some sense	 we want to be able to say that each of the ddimensional problems is an
instance of the 'same( problem Clearly	 this topic requires further research
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